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National Plan for Water Security
securing water for the environment through knowledge, 

policy and implementation
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Distribution of 
Australia’s run-off
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Note that 65% of 
run-off occurs in 
the north

Only 6.1% runs-off 
in the Murray 
Darling Basin 
which produces 
about 50% of our 
food.

Murray Darling Basin

Source: Water and the Australian Economy 1999



The 
Murray-
Darling 
Basin

You are here

1300km East-West

1350km North-South



A Short History of Water Reform

• 1890’s Federation debates

• 1915 River Murray Waters Agreement 

• 1985 Murray Darling Basin Agreement

• 1994 COAG Water Reform Framework

• 1995 Cap on MDB surface water 
extraction

• 2004 National Water Initiative

• 2007 National Plan for Water Security



Need for a new approach

• No effective Basin-wide cap on 
water extraction

• Lack of essential, basic water information 
• Lack of reform of water trading 
and pricing  

• Failure to implement ACCC recommendations
• Lack of progress on other issues 

From the Prime Minister’s statement 
of 25 January 2007:



Total River Murray System inflows

Source:  MDBC



National Plan for 
Water Security



NPWS - Investments

$10 Billion over ten years across five 
key elements
1.Modernising irrigation infrastructure
2.Tackling over-allocation in the 
Murray Darling Basin (MDB)

3.Basin wide governance in the MDB
4.Upgrading water information
5.Northern Australia and the Great 
Artesian Basin



Modernising Australian irrigation

• National program but prime focus on MDB, 
where 85% of irrigation is

• Aims to improve delivery efficiency by 15% 
Generating water savings of > 3,000GL/year

• 2,500GL/year saved in MDB, shared 50% with 
irrigators

• Key elements ($5.9 billion):
– Improving delivery systems
– Improving on-farm systems
– More accurate metering and monitoring
– Improving river & storage operations
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Water losses from storage 
to plant

$1.6bn$0.6bn$0.5bn $3.1bn

Source:  CRC for Irrigation Futures



Improving on-farm irrigation 
efficiency

Source: ANCID 2006; Wayne Meyer; CRC Irrigation; ANCID 2006



More accurate metering and 
monitoring

Source: Murray Smith; Weyne Meyer; Andrew Skinner



Tackling over-allocation in the 
MDB 

• Over $3 billion to buy back water entitlements 
and undertake necessary structural adjustment 

• Help relocate non-viable or inefficient 
irrigators 

• Help them exit the industry
• Where necessary, purchase 

entitlements on the market from 
willing sellers



• New independent MDBA to be established 
on Commonwealth’s constitutional powers

• Further work with the states to resolve 
the future of the MDBC

• Accountability of MDBA in a cooperative 
framework

Basin wide MDB governance



New role for the BOM

• Set standards for water data measurement and 
transmission

• Aggregate all water information, make it 
freely available on the web, with value added 
analysis

• Conduct annual national water resource 

assessments

• Produce and annual water account

• Provide regularly upgraded water availability 

forecasts



Northern Australia and the Great 
Artesian Basin 

• Resources to undertake Stage 3 of 
capping and piping in the GAB

• Northern Australia Taskforce



NPWS - Expected 
Economic Outcomes

• Water Security for important 
agricultural industries, and urban use

• More effective water markets to get 
most out of inputs

• Enhanced ability to adapt to climatic 
extremes 



NPWS - Expected 
Environmental Outcomes

• Restoring environmental values
• Dramatic reductions in over-allocation 
and over-use 

• Reducing climate-induced stress
• A robust framework for protecting key 
environmental assets



Water Act 2007



• Passed 17 August 2007 by Parliament
• Based on Commonwealth’s own powers
• Creation of MDB Authority and Basin Plan

• Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder

• Water charging and market rules (Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission - ACCC)

• Water information collection and use 
(Bureau of Meteorology) 

Water Act 2007



• Five members, based on expertise

• Full time chair, 4 part-time memebrs

• Ministerial power to direct limited in 
certain areas

• Different role to MDB Commission, which 
continues 

• Compliance and enforcement role

Murray-Darling Basin Authority



• Purpose: integrated management of the Basin’s 
water resources

• Basis: giving effect to the relevant 
international agreements (& wider)

– Ramsar Convention 1971 & Biodiversity 
Convention 1992

• Respect exting watrer sharing instruments 
(2012 – 2019 depending on state)

• 13 mandatory components

Basin Plan



MDBA First steps
• Preparation of an integrated Basin Plan 

within two years

• Central element will be the 
introduction of a sustainable and 
integrated diversion limit on 
groundwater and surface water

• Also

– Environmental Watering Plan

– Water Quality and Salinity Management Plan

– Water trading and transfer rules



Objectives of the new 
Sustainable Diversion Limit

1. Support ecologically sustainable 
development and the National Water 
Initiative

2. Cover all water in the Basin
3. Recognise connectivity of 

surface and groundwater
4. Respond to changes in water 

availability (risks) 
5. Give certainty to all users



Basis of the new 
Sustainable Diversion Limit

• CSIRO Sustainable Yields study
• best available socio-economic 
information

• best available environmental 
information

• plus consultation with 
stakeholders

The new sustainable diversion limits in the 
Basin will be based on:



Environmental Water

• Commonwealth held water obtained through 

the National Plan for Water Security will 

be managed by the Commonwealth 

Environmental Water Holder 

• Now, how it will be managed to achieve 

environmental outcomes . . .
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